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Dear Sir Knight John,
I thank Dr. David Harrison for his three-part article on “The Liverpool Masonic Rebellion and the Grand
Lodge of Wigan” (Nov 2012 - Jan 2013). From my viewpoint, what is important here is not the what, but
the why! In part one we read: “In 1751 the ‘Antients’ Grand Lodge was formed which rebelled against
the ‘Moderns’ for what they saw as their tampering with Freemasonry.” The ‘Moderns’ here refers to
the new Grand Lodge that England formed in 1717 which changed and recreated new ritual for not only
the Lodges, and also for the various Masonic Bodies, including the Knights Templar. What was in the old
rituals that was now deleted from the newly imposed rituals? I believe that the answer to this question
is contained in two presentations that were made by speakers at the May 2012 Masonic Symposium in
California. One was Henry Wilson Coil Lecturer A. Trevor Stewart, Ph.D., whose lecture was titled
“Gentleman Entrants in Scottish 17th Century Lodges: Motivations, Processes, and Consequences.” The
other was Sir Knight and Past Commander Timothy Hogan from Utah who summarized his book (c2007)
“The Alchemical Keys To Masonic Ritual.” Trevor Stewart showed that prior to 1700, there were many
active “Lodges” throughout Scotland, and that each of them had similar rules and rituals. However they
focused on researching and performing chemical alchemy! Timothy Hogan’s book is the first book which
establishes a direct link between the rituals of Freemasonry and the practice of both chemical and
spiritual alchemy. It points out that the entire masonic ritual that we know today, including its lost word,
could point to such past alchemical research and the search for “that what was lost.” I agree with SK
Hogan that this goal was and still is the creation and use of the ancient “mfkzt” or “shem-an-na” (used
by the ancient people in Egypt), the manna (of the Hebrews), the “Philosophers' Stone” (of medieval
Europe) and what is now called the "white powder of gold." Various websites today state that: “White
gold was created alchemically by some ancient civilizations for the purpose of expanding consciousness,
heightening abilities of the leaders, and as a part of certain ceremonies. It was usually reserved for the
higher echelons in society or religious orders, often times given to initiates being promoted to a higher
status within the group.” Today in the United States, the research name given to this area is called
“ORMES” Research, which stands for “Orbitally Rearranged Monoatomic ElementS”.

The idea here is that if one can change the shape of the orbits of the electrons in an element, or isotope,
then a “different material” can be formed in a one-atom form that has completely different physical and
chemical properties than that the original material. Thus, 24kt gold can be converted to this “white
powder of gold” and used accordingly. This has been proved during the last 20 years by David Hudson
with a US Patent (I was one of his science advisors in the 1990s). Could the teaching of this research
have been what was deleted from the Lodges in Scotland and England in 1717 that caused the creation
of the ‘Antients’ Grand Lodge and such a large rebellion? I believe so. If so, what would the readers of
the Knight Templar magazine like to do about it? I would offer that reading Timothy Hogan’s book would
be the first step, and then they could create groups to further discuss, research, and promote this very
interesting topic. This could be a worthy goal - “long lost, now found.”
Sir Knight Patrick G. Bailey, K.Y.C.H., M.S.A.
Palo Alto Commandery No. 47, California
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